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Thermodynamic description of aqueous nonelectrolytes at infinite dilution over a wide
range of state parameters
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Abstract—A new, virial-like equation of state (EoS) for describing the thermodynamic properties of aqueous
nonelectrolytes at infinite dilution is proposed. It is based on the accurate EoS for a solvent (H2O) given by
Hill (1990) and requires only three empirical parameters to be fitted to experimental data, and these are
independent of temperature and pressure. Knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of a pure gas, together
with these three parameters, enables prediction of the whole set thermodynamic properties of the solute at
infinite dilution (chemical potential, entropy, molar volume, and apparent molar heat capacity) over a wide
range of temperatures (0 to 500°C) and pressures (1 to 2000 bars), including the near-critical region. In the
cases in which experimental thermodynamic data are lacking, the empirical parameters can be estimated solely
from the known standard-state properties of the solute. The new EoS is compatible with the Helgeson-
Kirkham-Flowers model for aqueous electrolytes, and thus it can be applied to reactions involving minerals,
gases, and aqueous ions, in addition to uncharged species.Copyright © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonelectrolytes, i.e., neutral (uncharged) chemical species,
are just as important in aqueous fluids in the Earth’s crust as
their ionic (charged) brethren. Hydrothermal, metamorphic,
and diagenetic fluids often contain considerable amounts of
neutral species such as CO2, CH4, N2, NH3, SO2, and H2S.
Minor but significant nonelectrolyte constituents include H2,
O2, CO, H3BO3, SiO2, light hydrocarbons, and the noble gases.
Many of these species play a role in fluid-rock interactions by
controlling mineral solubilities, oxidation states and, via their
dissociation, bulk acidity. Nonelectrolytes also have profound
effects on the pressure-temperature stability and mobility of
aqueous fluids in the crust. For example, the concentration of
nonelectrolytes may determine when and where fluids will boil
or condense, and they contribute to determining bulk fluid
properties such as density, heat capacity, wetting characteris-
tics, and viscosity, which are relevant to processes of fluid
migration.

The view of specific chemical constituents as being either
electrolytes or nonelectrolytes is not clear cut, and it depends to
a large extent on the pressure and temperature of the solution of
interest. For example, HF and HCl are eminently strong elec-
trolytes at ambient conditions, but under high temperatures at
elevated pressures in the crust, molecular association is
favoured, and even HF and HCl are dominantly present in
aqueous solution as neutral species.

Because of their geochemical importance, the thermody-
namic properties of aqueous nonelectrolytes must be known
over a wide pressure-temperature range, and here is where the
distinction between electrolytes and nonelectrolytes becomes
essential. Presently available thermodynamic descriptions of

nonelectrolytes are far less accurate than those of ionic species.
For instance, the well-known Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers
(HKF) equation of state (EoS) of Tanger and Helgeson (1988)
provides excellent predictions of thermodynamic properties of
aqueous ions over a wide range of conditions (0 to 600°C, 1 to
5000 bars). However, when extended to neutral aqueous spe-
cies (Shock et al., 1989; Schulte et al., 2001), the HKF model
does not predict the behaviour of nonelectrolyte solutes cor-
rectly in the near-critical and supercritical regions of water
(Plyasunov, 1991; O’Connell et al., 1996; Plyasunov and
Shock, 2001b).

This general deficiency is one of the reasons for the recent
activity in the development of alternative EoS for aqueous
nonelectrolytes (e.g., Harvey, 1996; O’Connell et al., 1996;
Majer, 1999; Plyasunov et al., 2000a, 2000b; Sedlbauer et al.,
2000). The study presented here is one such attempt. We
propose a simple, low-parametric EoS for aqueous nonelectro-
lytes that is valid for a wide range of state parameters spanning
ambient, near-critical, and supercritical conditions.

In this paper, we describe the theoretical basis for the new
model; we then test its capacity to reproduce existing experi-
mental data for the species CO2, CH4, H2, H2S, NH3, Ar,
H3BO3, HF, and C6H6; and we briefly compare its performance
to other equations of state. The detailed derivation of the
equation is given in the Appendix. We demonstrate that al-
though our equation contains only three empirical parameters,
it performs as well as other multiparameter equations. The
simplicity of our approach thus promises potential for devel-
opment of highly accurate equations and eventually for incor-
poration of electrolyte species.

2. BASIC RELATIONS

Because many of the nonelectrolytes of geochemical interest
are gases when pure under ambient conditions, the thermody-
namic treatment of aqueous nonelectrolytes is often based on
the well-known formalism for dissolved “gas” species. How-
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ever, this choice does not exclude modeling the dissolution of
liquids or solids. If we consider a binary mixture in which H2O
is the solvent (component 1) and in which a dissolved nonelec-
trolyte is the solute (“gas” component 2), then at a given
pressure P (bars) and temperature T (K), the chemical potential
of the solute, �2(P,T), is conventionally expressed as

�2�P,T� � ��g�T� � R̃T ln f2�P,T�. (1)

In this expression, �g
°(T) is the chemical potential of the pure

gas (cal · mol�1) at standard pressure (1 bar), R̃ � 1.9872 cal �
mol�1 · K�1 is the gas constant, and f2 (in bars) is the fugacity
of the gas in the mixture, where

f2�P,T� � P � �2�P,T� � x2. (2)

Here, �2 is the fugacity coefficient of the solute, and x2 is the
amount-of-substance fraction (commonly termed mole frac-
tion) in the mixture. Knowledge of the equations of state for
pure components, together with various mixing rules (e.g.,
Beattie, 1955; Wong and Sandler, 1992), enables �2 to be
estimated. For example, the two-parameter EoS of Redlich and
Kwong (1949) and its modifications are widely used for pre-
dicting phase and activity relations for H2O mixtures with CO2,
H2, CH4, and other components that are important for geo-
chemical and technical applications (e.g., Ferry and Baumgart-
ner, 1987).

Nevertheless, there are some intrinsic restrictions on apply-
ing the modified Redlich-Kwong approach. First, it fails in the
low-temperature region, where liquid H2O is strongly nonideal,
and second, it yields inaccurate predictions for concentrations
close to infinite dilution (x2 3 0), at which solute-solvent
intermolecular interactions dominate.

To avoid the latter difficulty, another standard state for the
solute is commonly used, namely, unit molality. In this case,
the chemical potential of the dissolved component 2 can be
written as

�2 � ��2,aq�P,T� � R̃T lna2 � ��2,aq�P,T� � R̃T lnm2

� R̃T ln�2,m. (3)

Here, �°2,aq(P,T) stands for the standard molar chemical poten-
tial of component 2 at unit molality (1 mol · kg�1 H2O), which
automatically takes account of close-range molecular interac-
tions; a2 is the activity of component 2 in aqueous solution,
such that a2 � m2 · �2,m; m2 is the molality; and �2,m is the
corresponding activity coefficient in molality notation.

On the basis of Eqn. 1 to 3, we can write the thermodynamic
equilibrium constant for the gas dissolution reaction, Agas N
Aaq, as

ln K� � �
��2,aq � ��g

R̃T
� ln

m2 � �2,m

P�2 � x2
. (4)

In the case of infinite dilution, when m23 0, then �2,m3 1. At
the same time, for a binary mixture, x23 m2/Nw, where Nw �
1000/Mw � 55.51 mol, and Mw denotes the molar mass of H2O
(18.0152 g · mol�1). Defining the fugacity coefficient of the
solute at infinite dilution as �2

� 	 �2�m230, we finally obtain

ln K� � �
��2,aq � ��g

R̃T
� ln

Nw

P � �2
�. (5)

Gas solubilities are often expressed in terms of Henry’s law
constants, kH. The relation between kH (bars) and K° can be
expressed as (Prausnitz et al., 1986)

kH �
Nw

K�
. (6)

Now, combining Eqn. 5 and 6, we can write

lnkH � ln��2
� � P�. (7)

Various multiparameter P-T dependencies for �°2,aq or for kH

have been proposed in the literature (Barta and Bradley, 1985;
Levelt Sengers et al., 1986; Shock et al., 1989; Levelt Sengers
and Gallagher, 1990; O’Connell et al., 1996; Plyasunov et al.,
2000a, 2000b; Sedlbauer et al., 2000; see also the recent review
by Sedlbauer and Majer, 2000). In our previous study (Akin-
fiev, 1997), the Redlich-Kwong EoS was extended to describe
�2

� down to 100°C. This extension was essentially based on the
exact multiparameter, unified EoS for H2O published by Hill
(1990). Now, building on this approach, we propose a simpler,
low-parametric description based on the virial EoS. This new
formulation is applicable over a wide temperature-pressure
range, including the H2O critical region.

In its simplest form, the virial EoS for a pure gas can be
written as

PV

RT
� 1 �

B�T�

V
� 1 � B��T��, (8)

where V is the molar volume (cm3 · mol�1) at temperature T
(K) and pressure P (bars), R � 83.1441 cm3 · bar · K�1 · mol�1

is the gas constant, � is the density of the gas (g · cm�3), and
B(T) (cm3 · mol�1) or B�(T) (cm3 · g�1) corresponds to the
second virial coefficient in terms of volume V or density �,
respectively. The alternative forms of this coefficient are re-
lated simply by B � B� · M, where M is the molar mass of the
gas (g · mol�1). Statistical thermodynamics shows that the
second virial coefficient B has a well-defined physical meaning
in that it is unambiguously related to the intermolecular inter-
action energy (e.g., Mason and Spurling, 1970).

The fugacity of the gas can now be derived by integration of
Eqn. 8 using standard procedures (see, e.g., Prausnitz et al.,
1986. Details of the derivation of the formulas are given in the
Appendix). As a result, the fugacity coefficient of the solute at
infinite dilution can be expressed as

ln�2
� �

2

V�1
B12 � ln

RT

PV�1
. (9)

Here, B12 stands for a virial cross-coefficient that characterizes
interaction between the dissimilar molecules of the solute and
the solvent, and V°1 denotes the molar volume of the pure
solvent. Evidently, to describe �2

� (or kH) over a wide range of
geochemical conditions, we must know the dependence of B12

on P and T. The description of this function, in the simplest
way possible, is the principal task of our study.

Before outlining the development our equation below, we
point out three special aspects of our approach that should be
borne in mind:
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1. Whereas the “ traditional” formulation of the virial equation
(Eqn. 8) assumes that the second virial coefficient is inde-
pendent of pressure and density (i.e., B is a function of T
only), our formulation treats B as a function of both P and
T.

2. Because of the different functional dependency of our B
parameter, its values differ significantly from those of the
“ traditional” second virial coefficients. Thus, to avoid any
confusion, the term virial will no longer be used when
referring to our B parameters below. It is nonetheless im-
portant to realise that our B parameters maintain their phys-
ical meaning as measures of close-range interactions be-
tween molecules.

3. We assign the equations for fugacity coefficients (Eqn. 9,
A5, and A7) the role of empirical master equations. Thus,
we do not use Eqn. 8 to describe volumes. Instead, we use
accurate derivatives of Eqn. 9 to obtain all required thermo-
dynamic properties.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW EOS

The essential step of our approach is to find empirical P-T
dependencies not directly for B12 but with respect to the known
B values of the solvent. The simplest route to this end is to use
an expression analogous to Eqn. 9 for the fugacity coefficient of
the pure solvent (see the Appendix):

ln��1 �
2

V �1
B1 � ln

RT

PV �1
, (10)

where B1 denotes the solvent-solvent interaction parameter for
pure H2O. Now, subtracting Eqn. 10 from Eqn. 9 and taking
into account Eqn. 7, we obtain

lnkH � ln���1 � P� �
2

V�1
�B12 � B1� � ln f �1 �

2

V �1

B,

(11)

or, in terms of density

lnkH � ln f �1 � 2
B� � ��1. (12)

Here, f°1 	 �°1P and �°1 are the fugacity (bars) and density (g ·
cm�3) of the pure solvent (H2O) at given P-T conditions, and

B 	 B12 � B1 (cm3 · mol�1) stands for the difference in
interaction between dissimilar molecules vs. that between iden-
tical solvent molecules, and 
B � 
B� · M.

Eqn. 12 lends itself to modeling the numerous experimental
data on kH for various dissolved gases at different temperatures
(Ar: Crovetto et al., 1982; Namiot, 1991; CH4: Namiot, 1979;
Crovetto et al., 1982; Cramer, 1984a; CO2: Malinin, 1979;
Carroll et al., 1991; Crovetto, 1991; Plyasunov and Zakirov,
1991; Crovetto and Wood, 1992; Gallagher et al., 1993; N2:
Alvarez et al., 1988; Namiot, 1991; H2: Kishima and Sakai,
1984; Alvarez et al., 1988; Namiot, 1991; H2S: Kozintseva,
1964; Clarke and Glew, 1971; Drummond, 1981; Kishima,
1989; Suleimenov and Krupp, 1994; O2: Cramer, 1984b;
Namiot, 1991; NH3: Jones, 1963; Kawazuishi and Prausnitz,
1987).

Japas and Levelt Sengers (1989) pointed out that values of
Tln(kH/f°1) for many aqueous solutes show linear behaviour

over a wide temperature range when plotted against H2O
density, �°1:

Tln�kH/f �1� � � � 	 � ��1. (13)

This observation justifies the unified description of dissolved
gases using only two empirical parameters (Harvey and Levelt
Sengers, 1990; Levelt Sengers and Gallagher, 1990). Unfortu-
nately, despite the appealing simplicity of this approximation, it
does not produce the correct asymptotic behaviour for an ideal
gas of kH3 f°2 as �°13 0 and f°23 f°1 when � � 0 (Plyasunov
et al., 2000a). Moreover, Eqn. 13 does not work properly at low
temperatures (T � 100°C).

To find a more appropriate dependency, we have tested
various two- and three-parameter formulations of 
B�(T, �°1)
using all available experimental data on kH for the above-
mentioned dissolved gases, such that

2
B��T,��1� �
1

��1
ln�kH

f �1
� . (14)

We note that the data for CO2, H2, and H2S cover the super-
critical region as well. It was found that the best fit within the
group of two-parameter equations is given by the approxima-
tion

2
B� � a � b�103

T � 0.5

. (15)

Here, a (cm3 · g�1) and b (cm3 · K0.5 · g�1) denote the
adjustable parameters. In comparison to Eqn. 13, the linearity
of Eqn. 15 extends into the low-temperature region, and thus,
the restrictions of Eqn. 13 are overcome. The application of
Eqn. 12 together with Eqn. 15 provides good prediction of kH

values over the entire temperature range of interest, and the
maximum error does not exceed 0.2 log units. Nevertheless,
derivatives of Eqn. 12 with respect to pressure and temperature
result in lower accuracy. CO2 serves as an example of this fact.
Although the molar volumes of dissolved CO2 show the proper
tendency at high temperatures when calculated with Eqn. 12
and 15 using a and b parameters retrieved from the kH data, the
values for T � 100°C show large discrepancies of 3 to 7 cm3 �
mol�1 (20 to 40%). Our tests demonstrated that use of other
kinds of approximations instead of Eqn. 15, or of three-param-
eter equations, does not alter the fit significantly. Therefore, it
proved necessary to introduce an auxiliary parameter to better
describe the volume of the dissolved molecule.

The simplest way to do this is to “compare” Eqn. 9 for ln�2
�

not directly with Eqn. 10 for pure H2O but with a “ scaled
H2O molecule,” increased in size by (1 � 
) times (
 being
a dimensionless, empirically fitted factor, as introduced by
Plyasunov et al., 2000a). Thus, we multiply Eqn. 10 by (1 �

) and then subtract it from Eqn. 9. Instead of Eqn. 11, we
now obtain

lnkH � �1 � 
� � ln f �1
ln
RT

V �1
�

2

V �1

B, (16)

or, in terms of density
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lnkH � �1 � 
� � ln f �1 � 
ln�RT

Mw
� ��1� � 2��1 � 
B�.

(17)

Here again, Mw denotes the molar mass of H2O, 
B � 
B� ·
Mw, 
 is the empirical scaling factor, and 
B 	 B12 � (1 � 
) �
B1 stands for the difference in interaction between dissimilar
molecules vs. that between “scaled” pure solvent molecules. It
can be seen that if component 2 is set to be identical to H2O,
then 
 � 0, and Eqn. 17 reverts to Eqn. 12. In other cases, 

may be � or � 0.

Taking into account Eqn. 5 and 6, we can now rewrite Eqn.
17 in the appropriate form for the chemical potential of the
dissolved component:

��2,aq�P,T� � ��g�T� � R̃T lnNw � �1 � 
�R̃T ln f �1

� R̃T
ln�RT

Mw
��1� � R̃�T��1 � �a � b�103

T � 0.5�� . (18)

Thus, our EoS (Eqn. 18) contains three empirical constants that
are independent of pressure and temperature: a “scaling” factor

 and two others (a and b) to account for the temperature
dependence of 
B� (Eqn. 15). Eqn. 18 yields the correct low-
density limit for all thermodynamic properties of the solute (see
the Appendix), as noted for similar equations by Plyasunov et
al. (2000a).

Derivatives of Eqn. 18 with respect to pressure and tem-
perature provide the relations for partial molar volume,
entropy, and heat capacity of the dissolved component, as
follows:

V �2 �
���aq

�P
	

T

� V �1�1 � 
� � 
RT
1

��1

���1
�P

� R
�

�P �T��1�a

� b�103

T � 0.5�� . (19)

S�2,aq � �
���aq

�T
	

P

� S�2,g � �1 � 
��S�1 � S�1,g� � R̃ lnNw

� R̃�
 � 
ln
RT

Mw
� 
ln ��1 � 
T

1

��1

���1
�T� � R̃

�

�T �T��1

�a � b�103

T � 0.5�� . (20)

C�p2 � �T2
�2��aq

�T2 	
P

� Cp2,g � �1 � 
��C�p1 � Cp1,g�

� R̃�
 � 2
T
1

��1

���1
�T

� 

T2

���1�
2 ����1

�T�
2

� 

T2

��1

�2��1
�T2�

� R̃T
�2

�T2 �T��1�a � b�103

T � 0.5�� . (21)

Here, as above, subscript g denotes the ideal gaseous compo-
nent at a given temperature and standard pressure; indexes 2
and 1 stand for the dissolved component and the solvent (H2O),
respectively; and R̃ � 1.9872 cal · mol�1 · K�1 and R �
83.1441 cm3 · bar · mol�1 · K�1 are the gas constant expressed
in “energy” and “volume” units, respectively. The Appendix

(Eqn. A12 to A14) gives the analytical expressions for deriv-

atives of T��1�a � b�103

T �0.5� in Eqn. 19 to 21 with respect to

pressure and temperature.
Calculation of thermodynamic properties of the dissolved

species using Eqn. 18 to 21 is extremely sensitive to the
properties of the pure solvent. Thus, the properties of H2O
must be known with high accuracy over the entire range of
state parameters. In this study, the thermodynamic proper-
ties of pure water were calculated using the unified EoS
given by Hill (1990). Data for ideal gaseous H2O (steam)
were taken from Glushko (1981).

4. ESTIMATION OF THE EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS (�,
A, AND B)

Having derived a modified virial-like EoS, we now de-
scribe the fitting of the three empirical constants 
, a, and b.
Experimental values of V°2 at standard-state conditions were
used with available experimental data on kH of the dissolved
species to estimate the three empirical parameters. The es-
timation procedure is iterative. In the first step, the scaling
factor is set to zero. The available experimental data on kH

at various temperatures and pressures are then used to cal-
culate values of the a and b parameters by means of the least
squares method. Using these initial a and b values, the 

parameter is calculated on the basis of the known partial
molar volume of the solute (V°2) at standard-state conditions
(25°C and 1 bar) according to Eqn. 19. The resulting 
 value
is then used to estimate a and b in the next iteration, and so
on. This fitting procedure usually needs fewer than four
iterations to reach a precision of �0.03 cm3 · mol�1 for V°2
at 25°C and 1 bar. The quality of the fit for some dissolved
gases is illustrated in Figures 1 to 3, and the retrieved
empirical parameters are given in Table 1.

The empirical parameters could be easily estimated even
when high-temperature experimental data were lacking. It can
be seen that Eqn. 18 to 21 and Eqn. A12 to A14 in the
Appendix are linear with respect to the empirical parameters 
,
a, and b. Thus, the parameters could be readily obtained using
only known standard-state �°2,aq, S°2,aq, and V°2 values of the
dissolved species. The set of corresponding linear equations is
given in the Appendix. An example of the application of this
method is the fitting of Ar. Here, accepting the standard-state
properties for both aqueous and gaseous Ar from the
SUPCRT92 database (Johnson et al., 1992), we obtain the
values given in Table 2. These values, when used to predict the
temperature dependencies of kH, V°2, and C°p2 of aqueous Ar,
result in reasonably accurate model extrapolations (dashed
curves in Figs. 1e, 2d, and 3d). Data for other aqueous species
retrieved on the basis of known standard-state properties are
also given in Table 2.

The fitting procedure is of course subject to the uncertainties
of the available experimental data, and choices between data-
sets must be made to derive unique values for the model
parameters. This dilemma is well illustrated in the case of
hydrogen-sulphide. The experimentally measured values of kH

for H2S diverge significantly at temperatures above 200°C (Fig.
1c). Thus, we performed two fits. In the first case, the whole set
of available experimental data, including the contradictory
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datasets at T � 250°C and the supercritical data of Kishima
(1989), were taken into account to retrieve the adjustable pa-
rameters of the model. The result is 
 � �0.2102, a �
�11.2303, and b � 12.6104 (Table 1). The corresponding
computations are shown as continuous curves in Figures 1c, 2b,
and 3b. It can be seen that the maximum deviation from the
experimental data for kH (0.1 lgkH units) occurs between
150 and 220°C, but the discrepancy at ambient temperatures
is also noticeable. In the second case, we fitted the data for
temperatures below 200°C only (where all datasets coin-
cide). The retrieved empirical parameters are now 
 �
�0.2029, a � �13.4046, and b � 13.8582 (Table 1), and
the calculated thermodynamic properties are shown in Fig-
ures 1c, 2b, and 3b by the dotted lines. In contrast to the
previous prediction, the new calculation is in excellent
agreement with the experimental data for kH at ambient
conditions. In the subcritical region (T � 275°C), the cal-
culated curve closely follows the data of Suleimenov and
Krupp (1994), but the supercritical data of Kishima (1989)
deviate appreciably from the calculations. Moreover, for this
case of fitting, the retrieved entropy value, S2,aq

° � 29.96 cal
· mol�1 · K�1, matches that given by Shock et al. (1989),
namely, S2,aq

° � 30.0 cal · mol�1 · K�1. Volumes and heat
capacities are in satisfactory accordance with the experi-
ments in both cases of fitting.

Although we have emphasised that standard-state proper-
ties alone are sufficient to fit the model parameters, this route
is also limited by the certainty of the standard-state data. In
the troublesome case of H2S discussed above, a rather high
uncertainty is associated with the standard molar entropy of
H2Saq. For example, a change of 1 cal · mol�1 · K�1 of S2,aq

°

at 25°C and 1 bar leads to a shift of 0.2 lnkH units at 300°C
and vapour-saturated water pressure, Psat. This shift spans
the discrepancies in the experimental data plotted in Figure
1c, thereby providing no new insight. The issue of which
data set for H2S is the more accurate remains unresolved
from a purely theoretical point of view. Indeed, at the
present state of development of our EoS, it would be pre-
mature to use it as a discriminator to evaluate the accuracy
of the conflicting experimental studies.

It is interesting to test our method by attempting to describe

very large organic molecules in aqueous solution. As an exam-
ple, our processing of the available experimental data on
benzene solubility in pure water (Jaeger, 1923; Tsonopoulos
and Wilson, 1983; Kertes, 1989; Miller and Hawthorne,
2000) yields the adjustable parameters given in Table 1.
Model parameters for the same aqueous species derived
from the known standard-state properties are given in Table
2. Calculated temperature dependencies of kH, V2

° , and Cp2
°

for both cases are compared to the experimental data in
Figures 4 and 5. It can be seen that in the first case, our
method somewhat underestimates V2

° , but prediction of kH

and Cp2
° is quite fair (solid curves). Moreover, the estimated

entropy value of standard-state conditions (S2,aq[298 K, 1 bar]
°

� 34.48 cal · mol�1 · K�1) is quite close to the predicted
values of 35.5 and 35.66 given by Amend and Helgeson
(1997) and Plyasunov and Shock (2000), respectively. In
cases in which the empirical parameters are retrieved from
the known standard-state properties, the new EoS tends to
overestimate the heat capacity (Table 2 and dashed curve in
Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the temperature dependence of the
Henry constant, kH, (i.e., chemical potential of aqueous
C6H6) is predicted within the experimental error.

5. DISCUSSION

The new EoS can be viewed as a development of the
semiempirical approach derived by Japas and Levelt Sengers
(1989). These authors adopted a linear relationship between

B and the reciprocal temperature, T�1, whereas we have
used an approximation (Eqn. 15) that provides better linear-
ity to the T derivative of lnkH. It is interesting to observe that
Eqn. 15 is similar to Redlich and Kwong’ s (1949) equation,
whereby the intermolecular parameter is set proportional to
T�0.5.

One of the challenges of any EoS for aqueous species is to
predict correctly the behaviour of solutes near the critical point
of H2O. A useful indicator of such accuracy is the so-called
Krichevskii parameter, AKr (Levelt Sengers, 1991):

Table 1. Empirical parameters of the equation of state (
, a, b; see Eqns. 18 to 21) for a number of dissolved gas species, estimated from the
experimentally determined temperature dependence of Henry’s constant. Where listed, the experimental value for partial molar volume of the solute,
V2

° , at standard-state conditions was used in the fitting.

Species V2
° (cm3 · mol�1)a Source for V2

° 
 a (cm3 · g�1) b (cm3 · K0.5 · g�1)

Ar 32.6 Moore et al. (1982) 0.0733 �8.5139 11.9210
H2Sb 34.9 Barbero et al. (1983) �0.2102 �11.2303 12.6104
H2Sc 34.9 Barbero et al. (1983) �0.2029 �13.4046 13.8582
O2 33.2 Moore et al. (1982) 0.0260 �9.7540 12.9411
N2 35.7 Moore et al. (1982) �0.0320 �11.5380 14.6278
NH3 24.4 Allred and Woolley (1981) �0.0955 �4.7245 4.9782
H2 25.2 Tiepel and Gubbins (1972) 0.3090 �8.4596 10.8301
CH4 37.3 Tiepel and Gubbins (1972) �0.1131 �11.8462 14.8615
CO2 32.8 Barbero et al. (1983) �0.0850 �8.8321 11.2684
C6H6 �1.1010 �21.0084 22.9340
HCl �0.2800 11.6420 �7.4244

a Partial molar volume of aqueous species at 298.15 K, 1 bar.
b Parameters were retrieved by fitting the whole set of available experimental data on Henry’s constant (see also text for explanation).
c Parameters were retrieved by fitting the experimental data on Henry’s constant for temperatures below 200°C only (see also text for explanation).
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Fig. 1. Natural logarithm of Henry’s constant, lnkH, for several dissolved gases at vapour-saturated water pressure (Psat)
and other specified pressures, plotted against reciprocal temperature. Symbols correspond to experimental data. Continuous
curves are our equation of state (EoS) predictions using Eqn. 15 and 17 and data from Table 1. Dashed curves are our EoS
predictions for H2Saq and Araq, based on standard-state properties only (Table 2, see also text).
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AKr �
V �2

kTV �1
	

cr

, (22)

where kT �
1

��1
�
���1
�P

is the compressibility of pure water, and

index cr indicates that the evaluation is performed at the critical
point of H2O. Although kT 3 � as the critical point is ap-

proached, the Krichevskii parameter is finite. According to
statistical mechanics and fluctuation solution theory
(O’Connell, 1994), AKr reflects solute-H2O interactions at the
critical point of water. Using our equation for V°2 (Eqn. 19 and
A14) at T � Tcr � 647.1 K, and �°1 � �°1,cr � 0.3228 g · cm�3

(Hill, 1990), we obtain

Fig. 2. Partial molar volumes of dissolved gases at subcritical (left) and supercritical (right) conditions. Symbols
correspond to experimental data. Solid curves are our equation of state (EoS) predictions at infinite dilution (Eqn. 19 and
A14 and parameters from Table 1). Dashed curves are our EoS predictions for H2Saq and Araq, based on standard-state
properties only (Table 2, see also text).
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AKr �

RTcr

V �1,cr
�

RT��1,cr � 2
B�

V �1,cr
� 963.93 �
 � 0.3228 � �a

� b � 1.2432��, (23)

where AKr is in bars. Values calculated using Eqn. 23 with data
from Tables 1 and 2 are close to those given by Plyasunov and
Shock (2001a), who estimated AKr from various types of ex-
perimental information for more than 30 aqueous nonelectro-

lytes. As an example, for benzene (Table 1), we obtain AKr �
1234 bars, which lies within the range of 950 to 1250 bars
given by Plyasunov and Shock (2001a). Our predictions for
molecules based on the standard-state properties only (Table 2)
are also close to those given by Plyasunov and Shock (2001a):
we obtain 2086 bars for C2H6 and �806 bars for H3BO3,
whereas those authors reported 1944 � 400 and �670 � 100
bars, respectively.

Fig. 3. Apparent molar heat capacities of dissolved gases at subcritical (left) and supercritical (right) temperatures.
Symbols denote experimental data. Solid curves are our equation of state (EoS) predictions at infinite dilution and P and
T of interest (Eqn. 21 and A13 and parameters from Table 1). Dashed curves are our EoS predictions for H2Saq and Araq,
based on standard-state properties only (Table 2, see also text).
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Our new EoS works well even for strongly dipolar molecules
(HClaq, HFaq) (Fig. 6) and for boric acid (H3BO3,aq) (Figs. 6
and 7). The latter is known to exhibit negative divergence of V°2
and C°p2 near the critical point of H2O, in contrast to most other
nonelectrolytes (Hnědkovsky et al., 1995). Accordance be-
tween the experimental data and our model predictions is quite
fair, especially considering that the empirical parameters for
H3BO3,aq were retrieved solely on the basis of known standard-
states properties.

The performance of our new EoS is much better than that of
our previous modified Redlich-Kwong EoS (Akinfiev, 1997),

which, for the example of H2S, is accurate to 0.15 log10

units but only at temperatures �100°C. A detailed compar-
ison of our EoS with other published equations (see, e.g., the
review by Sedlbauer and Majer, 2000) is the subject of a
separate study. Here, we report a preliminary comparison of
performance using data for CO2,aq, CH4,aq, H2Saq and
C6H6,aq over the range 0 to 300°C, as given by Sedlbauer
and Majer (2000). It was found that the accuracy of our new
EoS is comparable to that of the density model of Majer
(1999) and to the models based on fluctuation solution
theory (Plyasunov and Shock, 2001a, 2001b; Sedlbauer et
al., 2000), and that it is better than the HKF model (Shock
et al., 1989) and the EoS of Harvey et al. (1991). These
differences in performance become particularly clear if the
fitting procedure is based solely on experimental information
for ambient temperatures. For example, Figure 8 compares
the predictions for dissolved methane, CH4,aq. The estimated
deviations of the models of Sedlbauer et al. (2000), Plya-
sunov et al. (2000b), and our new EoS are approximately
equal. However, the EoS of Sedlbauer et al. (2000) and
Plyasunov et al. (2000b) use five and seven adjustable pa-
rameters, respectively, compared to the three parameters in
our EoS. In the recent studies of Schulte et al. (2001) and
Plyasunov and Shock (2001b), the HKF parameters for
CH4,aq and some other nonelectrolytes were updated using
recent experimental data on heat capacities and volumes,
thereby improving the accuracy of the HKF model. Never-
theless, Plyasunov and Shock (2001b) stated that the exten-
sion of the revised HKF model to neutral species is theoret-
ically unjustified, and they did not recommend its
application in the near-critical and low-density regions of
H2O.

To illustrate an application of our EoS and to highlight how
it intrinsically differs from the HKF model, we have calculated
the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant of the
reaction of graphite with water

Table 2. Empirical parameters of the equation of state (
, a, b; see Eqns. 18 to 21) for a number of dissolved gas species, estimated from known
standard-state properties only.

Species �2,aq
° (cal · mol�1)a S2,aq

° (cal · mol�1K�1)a V2
° (cm3 · mol�1)a 
 a (cm3 · g�1) b (cm3 · K0.5 · g�1)

Ar 3900b 14.30b 31.71b 0.0733 �7.6895 11.4657
Ne 4565b 16.74b 20.40b 0.5084 1.0014 4.7976
H2S �6673b 30.00b 34.90b �0.2029 �13.4481 13.8821
CH4 �8234c 20.99c 37.30c �0.1196 �10.9926 14.4019
C2H4 19450c 28.70c 45.50c �0.4499 �16.8037 18.8460
C2H6 �4141d 26.75d 51.20d �0.6091 �16.3482 20.0628
C3H8 �2021d 33.49d 67.00d �1.1471 �25.3879 28.2616
C4H10 99d 39.66d 82.80d �1.6849 �33.8492 36.1457
C6H6 32000d 35.62d 83.50d �1.9046 �39.1090 37.5421
H3BO3 �231540e 38.79e 39.60f �1.0850 �3.5423 3.4693
HF �71662b 22.50b 12.50b 0.1008 3.0888 �3.5714
SO2 �71980b 38.70b 38.50b �0.4295 �14.5223 14.3512

a Standard-state properties of aqueous species at 298.15 K, 1 bar, used in the estimation procedure; �2,aq
° , chemical potential at infinite dilution; S2,aq

° ,
partial molar entropy; V2

° , partial molar volume.
b Shock et al. (1989).
c Shock and Helgeson (1990).
d Amend and Helgeson (1997).
e Pokrovski et al. (1995).
f Hnědkovsky et al. (1995).

Fig. 4. Natural logarithm of Henry’s constant (lnkH) for aqueous
benzene at 65 bars, plotted against reciprocal temperature. Symbols
correspond to experimental data. Solid curve is our equation of state
(EoS) prediction, based on a least squares fit of the temperature
dependence of kH (parameters in Table 1). Dashed curve is our EoS
prediction based solely on parameters retrieved from at standard-state
conditions (Table 2).
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2Cgraphite � 2H2ON CO2 � CH4,

at a constant pressure of 280 bars (Fig. 9). Because of the
widespread occurrence of graphite in the crust, this reaction
plays an important role in buffering the compositions of hy-
drothermal and metamorphic fluids. It can be seen that
differences between the predictions of the HKF model and
our EoS are very large (up to 6 log units on a molal scale),
especially at high temperatures. The noticeable discrepan-
cies begin at T � 350°C, near the critical point, at which the
density of water dramatically decreases. At high tempera-
tures (T � 550°C), the predictions of our model (solid line
in Fig. 9) steadily approach the limiting behaviour of the
ideal gas mixture (dashed-dotted line), as they should: at T
� 700°C and P � 280 bars, the density of water is 0.068 g
· cm�3, and thus, the fluid mixture can be correctly described
as an ideal mixture of ideal gases. Similar differences be-
tween the results of our EoS and those of the HKF EoS are
also found at pressures up to 2000 bars. We have chosen
to display the 280-bar calculations in Figure 9 because
although this pressure is not particularly relevant in high-
temperature geological environments, it best illustrates the
behaviour of our model with respect to the ideal gas limit.

The deviation of the HKF model from the low-density limiting
behaviour is well known. We reiterate that Plyasunov and Shock
(2001b), who most recently modified the HKF model, warned that
its reliability is restricted to the high-density region, well removed
from the critical point of water.

Depending on the geochemical system under investiga-
tion, differences in lgK of the magnitudes shown in Figure 9
could easily cause large shifts in the calculated positions of
mineral-fluid or homogeneous fluid reactions and hence lead
to differences in the interpretation of geochemical processes.
A related example is the buffering of oxygen fugacity by
graphite:

Cgraphite � O2,gas N CO2,aq.

Figure 10 displays lgfO2
defined by this equilibrium as a

function of pressure and density at 500°C, for a constant
activity of CO2,aq in the fluid equal to 1 (on a molal scale).
As in Figure 9, it can be seen that our EoS predictions
diverge increasingly from those of the HKF model as the
density of water decreases. The differences in calculated
lgfO2

values for the same set of observations in a rock-water
system (e.g., presence of modal graphite; aqueous CO2 con-

Fig. 5. Temperature dependencies of partial molar volumes (left) and apparent heat capacities (right) of dissolved
benzene. Symbols represent to experimental data. Solid curves are our equation of state (EoS) predictions, based on a least
squares fit of the temperature dependence of kH (parameters in Table 1). Dashed curves are our EoS prediction based solely
on parameters retrieved from �°2,aq, S°2 and V°2 at standard-state conditions (Table 2).
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tent determined by fluid inclusion analysis) could obviously
lead to different conclusions regarding redox-dependent
mineral stability or metal solubility.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Figures 1 to 3 demonstrate that our EoS provides good
predictions of the entire set of investigated thermodynamic
properties (chemical potential, entropy, molar volume, and heat

capacity) of aqueous species at infinite dilution, over a wide
P-T range encompassing the H2O critical region. The EoS
works well with both nonpolar (CO2, N2, etc.) and polar (NH3,
H2S, etc.) neutral species.

In terms of the Henry constant, kH, the standard deviations of
the predictions with respect to the experimental data
are �0.05 log10 units, and the standard deviation is 0.08 log10

units in the case of H2S. The accuracies of the calculated

Fig. 6. Logarithm of equilibrium constants for acid dissociation reactions as a function of temperature at Psat. Symbols
represent experimental data; curves are theoretical predictions. Data for neutral species are taken from Tables 1 and 2 and
calculated using our equation of state (EoS); ionic species are calculated using the Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers EoS with
data for F�, Cl�, and OH� from SUPCRT92 (Johnson et al., 1992) and for B(OH)4

� from Pokrovski et al. (1995).
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temperature dependencies of V°2 and C°p2 are good measures of
the predictive capacity of the new EoS because the correspond-
ing experimental data were not used in the estimation proce-
dure.

In general, our model predictions for nonelectrolytes are
more accurate than those of the HKF model in the near-critical

region and in the supercritical, low-density region of H2O. The
differences in predictions can lead to very large differences in
reaction properties when neutral species are involved (e.g.,
Figs. 9 and 10).

Our new EoS is formulated with the same standard state as
the HKF model, which is highly successful for charged

Fig. 7. (a) Volumes and (b) heat capacities of boric acid at subcritical (left) and supercritical (right) temperatures.
Symbols denote experimental data. Solid curves are our equation of state predictions at infinite dilution (Eqn. 19 and 21 and
model parameters in Table 2).

Fig. 8. Deviation between model and experimental values of the equilibrium constant for the aqueous dissolution of CH4

(
lgK 	 lgKmodel � lgKexperim). The model fits are based only on experimental data at T � 373 K. With the exception of
our equation of state, the data for this comparison were taken from Sedlbauer and Majer (2000).
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species, and it is fully compatible with the SUPCRT92
database of thermodynamic properties (Johnson et al.,
1992). Therefore, there are no restrictions on applying our
equation to reactions involving minerals, gases, and aqueous
ions, in addition to uncharged species. For example, the
predictions in Fig. 6 were calculated using our new EoS for
the neutral species and the HKF equation for the charged
species.

The performance of our new EoS is remarkably promis-
ing, considering that only three empirical constants need to
be fitted to experimental data. Other published EoS perform
equally well in some instances (e.g., Fig. 8), but these
equations contain five or more empirical parameters.
Nevertheless, the development of our EoS is far from com-
plete. One of the goals of this paper is to call the attention
of the geochemical community to the advantages of our
approach so that it may be improved by common efforts.
First, some discrepancies in Cp2

° , especially at low temper-
atures and for large molecules (Fig. 5), must be reduced.
Second, the EoS cannot be used automatically to describe
aqueous electrolytes, because electrostatic interactions are
not taken into account. To expand the applicability of the

EoS to electrolytes, its formalism must be interbred with an
electrostatic approach. This possibility was recently demon-
strated, in principle, using the example of SiO2,aq (Akinfiev,
2001).

From our point of view, the main limitation of the proposed
EoS lies in the phenomenological character of the adopted
temperature dependence of B12 (Eqn. 15). However, inasmuch
as this intermolecular interaction coefficient has a well-defined
physical meaning, it provides hope that a more rigorous for-
mulation may be found in the future, free of empirical param-
eters.

The new EoS is available in the form of a computer code
allowing calculations in units of calories or joules, in a format
that is directly compatible with the SUPCRT92 database (John-
son et al., 1992). The code can be downloaded at no cost from
the Web site www.geo.unibe.ch/people/akinfiev.
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Fig. 9. Logarithms of the equilibrium constant (on a molal basis) for the reaction of graphite with water as a function of
temperature at constant pressure of 280 bars. Dashed curve is the Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) equation of state (EoS)
prediction with data for aqueous CO2 and CH4 from Shulte et al. (2001). Dashed-dotted curve represents an ideal mixture
of the ideal gases H2Osteam, CO2, and CH4. Solid curve is our EoS prediction. Thermodynamic properties of Cgraphite,
H2Owater, H2Osteam, and gaseous CO2 and CH4 were calculated using the SUPCRT92 package (Johnson et al., 1992). At high
temperatures, our new EoS correctly approaches the limiting behaviour of the ideal gas mixture.
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APPENDIX

A.1.
Derivation of Eqn. 9

Starting with the general expression for the fugacity of a gas
(Prausnitz et al., 1986)

ln f � lnP � 

0

P � 1

P
�

V

RT�dP � ln P�P�0 �
1

RT 

0

P

VdP,

(A1)
and using the virial Eqn. 8 for integration

P �
RT

V
� RT

B

V2, (A2)

and as

�P

�V
	

T

� �
RT

V2 �
2 RTB

V3 , (A3)

we obtain



0

P

VdP � 

�

V

V
�P

�V
dV � �


�

V �RT

V
�

2 RTB

V2 �dV � �

RTlnV � RTlnV	
P�0

�
2 RTB

V
. (A4)

Because for an ideal gas ln(PV)�P30 � lnRT, we then have

lnf � ln
RT

V
�

2B

V
. (A5)

Taking into account that

f � P � �, (A6)

where � stands for the fugacity coefficient of the gas, we finally obtain
for the pure gas
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ln� �
2B

V
� ln

PV

RT
. (A7)

For the fugacity coefficient of the dissolved component of the binary
mixture, �2, we obtain a similar expression (Prausnitz et al.,1986; see
also section A.5 below):

ln�2 �
2

V
� x2B2 � x1B12� � ln

PV

RT
. (A8)

Here, as customary, variables without indexes refer to the mixture as a
whole, x1 and x2 denote mole fractions of the component in the mixture,
B2 is the virial coefficient of the pure component 2 (solute), and the
virial cross-coefficient B12 characterizes interaction between the dis-
similar molecules. At infinite dilution, x1 � 1, x2 � 0, f and V
correspond to that of the pure solvent f � f1

° and V � V°1. Thus, Eqn.
A8 can be rewritten

ln�2
� �

2

V �1
B12 � ln

PV �1
RT

. (A9)

A.2. Low-Density Limit of the New EoS
The 
-dependent part of Eqn. 19 is in fact

V �2�V �1�1 � 
� � 
RT
1

��1

���1
�P

� V�1�1 � 
� � 
RT
1

V �1

�V �1
�P

,

(A10)

and at the low pressure limit, when V �13
RT

P
, Eqn. A10 becomes

V �2 � V �1�1 � 
� � 
RT
1

V �1

�V �1
�P

� V �1�1 � 
� � 
RT
1

V �1
��

�V �1�
2

RT �
� V �1, (A11)

and thus, Eqn. A10 also tends to the ideal gas equation in the low-
density limit.

A.3. Expressions for S°2,aq, C°p2, and V°2
To calculate values for S°2,aq, C°p2, and V°2 of the dissolved species

(Eqn. 19 to 21), the analytical derivatives of 2T��1
B� � T��1�a

� b�103

T �0.5� with respect to temperature and pressure can be derived

directly from Eqn. 15:

�

�T
�2T��1
B�� � a���1 � T

���1
�T� � b�0.5 � 101.5 � T�0.5 � ��1

� 101.5 � T0.5
���1
�T� , (A12)

�2

�T2 �2T��1
B�� � a�2
���1
�T

� T
�2��1
�T2� � b��0.25 � 101.5 �

T�1.5 � ��1 � 101.5 � T�0.5 �
���1
�T

� 101.5 � T0.5 �
�2��1
�T2� , (A13)

�

�P
�2T��1
B�� � aT

���1
�P

� b � 101.5 � T0.5
���1
�P

. (A14)

A.4. Adjustable Parameters of the New EoS Derived From
Thermodynamic Properties at Standard-State Conditions

Using values derived from Hill’s (1990) EoS for H2O at standard-

state conditions (25°C, 1 bar): �°1 � 0.9970 g · cm�3,
���1
�T

� �2.571 � 10�4 g � cm�3 � K�1,
�2��1
�T2 � �9.503 � 10�6g � cm�3 � K�2,

���1
�P

� 4.511 � 10�5 g � cm�3 � bar�1 , and ln(f°1,bar) � �3.4773, we

obtain a set of linear equations to estimate the three empirical param-
eters of the proposed model, 
, a, and b:

10.7013 � 
 � 0.9970 � a � 1.8260 � b �
��2,aq � ��g
592.48

� 7.4938

11.8547 � 
 � 1.8290 � a � 1.5353 � b � S�2,aq � S�2,g � 20.0629

�16.9470 � 
 � 1.1184 � a � 2.0482 � b � V �2 � 18.069

Here, as above, �°2,aq (cal · mol�1), S°2,aq (cal · mol�1), and V°2 (cm3 �
mol�1) stand for molal properties of aqueous species at infinite dilution
at standard-state conditions (25°C, 1 bar); and �°g (cal · mol�1) and S°2,g

(cal · mol�1 · K�1) correspond to the ideal gaseous component at 25°C.

A.5. Concentration Dependencies
In the case of finite concentrations of the dissolved component, the

general equation for fugacity of dissolved component 2 (Prausnitz et
al., 1986) is to be used:

lnf2 � lnP2 � 

0

P � 1

P
�

V2

RT�dP, (A15)

where P2 and V2 are partial pressure and molar volume of the dissolved
component, respectively. Because P2 � x2P, we can rewrite Eqn. A15
such that

ln f2 � lnx2 � ln P � 

0

P � 1

P
�

V2

RT�dP � lnx2 � ln f �
1

RT 

0

p

�V2

� V�dP, (A16)

where variables without indexes correspond to the mixture as a whole.
The partial volume V2 can be defined as (Beattie, 1955)

V2 � V � x1

�V

� x2
, (A17)

where x1 is the mole fraction of the solvent. Then, using the derivative
from Eqn. A2

�P

� x2
	

V,T

�
RT

V2 �
�B

� x2
, (A18)

together with the chain Eulerian expression

�V

�P
�

�P

� x2
� � �

�V

� x2
, (A19)

we can finally represent Eqn. A16 in the form

ln f2 � lnx2 � ln f �
x1

V
�

�B

� x2
. (A20)

Here, f is the fugacity of the mixture, V is the molar volume of the
solution, and B may be calculated from the standard mixing rule
(Beattie, 1955):

B � B1x1
2 � 2B12x1x2 � B2x2

2. (A21)

Combining Eqn. A20 with the derivative of Eqn. A21

�B

� x2
� 2B2x2 � 2B12� x1 � x2� � 2B1x1, (A22)

and using Eqn. 2, A6, and A7 for lnf in Eqn. A20, we finally obtain

ln f2 � lnx2 � ln
RT

V
�

2

V
�B12x1 � B2x2�, (A23)

which is similar to Eqn. A8.
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